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hBSTRACT
This paper traces the growth of the concept of a

mathematics laboratory and reviews recent research and developments

in this fieldc The first section quotes several interpretations of

the term and discuses some of the activities advocated by itti

proponents. The second section quotes extensively from E. H. Moore

(1902) and McLennan and Dewey (1895) to show that the idea is older

than the present influence of Piaget, Bruner, Gattegno, etc. A

section of quotations from more recent advocates of mathematics

laboratories is followed by a review of research cm the use of

manipulative materials, desk-calculatorst and science-linked courses:

the correlation of motivation with achievement; and the practical

1ifficulties of implementing a laboratory approach in a school. The

final sections discuss laboratory materials and the uSe of laboratory

methods in teacher training. (MM)
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The concept of a mathematics laboratory has become ery

popular in recent years. The phase has blosaomed ieto popularity

so fast that the variety of meanings which have been attributed

to it all are struggling to co-exist. ?hie paper will attempt

to describe in detail some of the meanings of the phra9e, summarize

ihe results of research related to mathematice laboratories0 and

list some of the recent developmeets which have occurred and

are relative to the paper.

It should be mentioned thaee the writer has epent the past

few years promoting the concept of mathematics laboratories when

working with both pre-and-in-sc -eice teachers. Mile we heve

attempted to remain objective, it is natural that the selection of

content which we deem pertinent will be affected. At times our

biases will show.through in a biatert

VariousMeanie4athematicsAtpries

From the literature one can gather many dii]ferent interpretations

of the meaning of a mathematics laboratory. One of the more

kafluential books to he pUblished in the recent y ars is .Freedom_te

Learn by Biggs and MacLean_ (1). In theie forward they statee.
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"The phrases aótive learning, disve17-7 act:hoc

and laboratory approach have become pxt of our
educational jargon the pest few years. What do these
phrases mean?

For children these phra e mean an approach to
learning Vtlat presents a wide variety of opportunities;
an'approach that encourages them to ask questions and
find tAe answers; an approach that foster.? the uz,e of
physical matc:Aals; an approach that gives the experience
designed to help them analise and abstract; and an
approach that provides a chance to develop their
individual potential.

For teach,: . these phrases mean an opportunity
to explore and discover new and better ways of
teaL:hing mathematics; an opportunity to develop an
awazeness of mathematical possibilities; and an
opportunity to use a highly motivated approach for
more efficient educations.

Another interpretation of what is meant by a mathematic-6

laboratory is provided 'by the NUffield Project booklet ,mtitled

How to awaaja_gRaft (2). The booklet is an account of tov., one

class of 9 and 10 year old children built a duck pond for a dozen

tiny ducklings that were given to them. In th,-51 process of building

the pond the children Itudied the various mathematical aspects

inherent in the project# including measuremierat, 5k1;v1phing, drawing

to scale. concepts Of atea and volume, and all of the arithmatic

associated with these activities.

Still another example is provided by the Nuf.!ield Project

fiLm and booklet entitled I_Rs_knd 1 Understand (3). The film

describes the procedure for another mathematics classroom of 9

and 10 year olds in England. 'Ma children work in small grouga

of two or thrAa, on specific projects whicll are described or

assignment- cards in the classroom. All of the projects appeared

to begin by manipulating physical materials and abstracting



mathematical concept from.the manupulation.. The-tasks include

measuring On maps and globes, weighing tWx16/ mazsuring

making graphs, making ostiAztes, outdoor work, and a vaziety of

other activities.

Still another example.of a mathematical laboratory is portrayed

in the Cuisenaire Company film, "Numbers in Color", in which

Caleb Gattegno is working with an entire class of children. Each

of the children has a set of Cuisenaire Rods to worl; with individually,

but all of the children in the classroom are working on the same

mathematical task at the sane time.

It's conceivable tha a child sitting at a typewrit_or terminal

which is hooked to a computer assisted instructional procIram coufd be

thought of as working in a mathematics laboratory.

Another example of a Mathematics laboratory would be linds

of outdoo measuring activities such as surveyinq and map s:aki,ng.

This kind of actiyity has been used by teaczhers for mony

The National Councel of Teachers of Math,:tmatics publi-foed a ,.rbook

dealing with the topic in 1947 (4).

In 1954 the NCTM published another rbor" entiti '

Eucatio (5). One (.;=f the major sections 7'1. this

yearbook.was entitled "Laboratory Teachinil in Mathematics". In

the firet section, we find thestatemerit

°Laboratory Techniques has long toen used th public

schools in such areas as science dramktics, home econcmicsJ

and shop. Teachers have long been ur5ed to use labc-7ator

techniques in the teaching of math,?mat:cs. EnoUgh teochers

are doing that, so that: we may well tolsider laboratrtn,

teaching as one ,of the amerging practir:es in teachint3

mathematics".
prAr) ;
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In a latex seeficn, Were suggested several activities

involving both physical 4nd statistical Eattasurements, repreeenting

data graphically, end making timometric models, Beyond that the

chapter strays into a discussion of the use of :radio, tclevioione

and slide presentations.aud the use of simpl e! m*dels such as

painted spools and flannel-board az demonstration devices. The

rationale for the use of such materials is giveu by Grossnickle:

"It is mot the manipulation of materials as such,
but the uee of the material which vitalizes instruction
in arithmetic. if a child is able to make discoveries
and generalizations in quantitative situations by use
of syrdbolS, he should not use manipulative materials.
On the other hand, if he canaot deal understandingly
with quantitative situations by use of syois., he
bhould use objective materials to disc4ver relationships
among quantities. The pupil should be encouraged at
all times to operate at the highest level of abstraction
mt which he understands the work".

Still another example of a mathematics laboratory would be

the Encyclopedia Brittanica WOrkshop. (6) These materials

present paper and pencil experiences for children in which the

children ate presented patterns. Discovering patterns is also

the cbject of the work ted by fc_ar i a a.

and othcpr Tbinqr (7). In this book, Walter describes hov she

presented the ideas to children in elementary classes. Tie work

contains a coahination of manipulation of physical mat-r 41$ with

abstractins7 and generalizing. For example, tha childyn' are

asked '.1s visualise what a milk carton would .,!..00k like If they

cut along tha edgns and flattened it out. Then, tte- actually

cut thia carton and v2rigied the results.
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Because of the popularity of the phrase, the commercial

companies are justping onto the band wagon. A blatentiy obvious

example of this is the "mathematics laboratory" pvblished by

McCormick-Mathers Pdblishing Company. This "mathematics

laboratory° consists of a cardboard block which contains 573

cards with each card presenting from 6 to 40 exercises intended

for children from grades 3-6. These cards are intended;

"to provide adequate practice for the development
of speed and accuracy in mathematical computation for

all students. It is aimed at tracking down and eliminating

some of the students major difficulties with arithmeticetl

operations".

Most mathematics laboratories employ some element of self-

selection by the student. The effects of self-selection on

learning mathematics were studied over a 3-year period by

Ebeid, Fitzgerald and Snyder at the University of Michigan Lea.

school from 1962-165 (8.9,:0). At that time many of the concrete

ssanipulative materials.; which are now available were not yet

developed. At the conclusion of the three. years of study, Snyder

diew.44hei f011owing cenclusionst

"Students an4 teschers who have been involved in

self-selection programs agree that some degree of student
choice should be provided. While not all students are
capable of full-time independent work, all students
could work independently to varying degrees and, when
self-selection was practiced to a limited extent,

students achievement did not stop when measured by

traditional objectives.

While materials suitable for independent study

are becominii available, there is a great need for more.

Careful planning, preparation. and material selection

will be necessary if the self-selection principle is to

be given a thorough test".
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glEigins of and 1E1122110s or Mathematics Laborktarritl

Current writers generally attribtte the forces:, behind the

development of mathematics laboratoriee to the work of Piaget,

Bruner, Oattegrio, etc. While it is true that this relatively

recent work has done much to stimulate developments that are

now taking place, wo can find the seeds of the ideas in the

literature of several decades ago.

One of the uorv influential proponents of mathematics

laboratories was B.E. MOore (11). In his presidential address

before the American Mathematical Society in 1902, he discuszed

the state of abstract and applied mathematics, then went on to

discuss the state of the teaching of mathematics. In discussing

elementary mathematics he said.

"The fundamental prOhlem.is that of the unification

of pure and applied mathematice. If we recognize the

branching implied by the very terms 'pare'0'applied'.

use have to do with a special case of the correlation of

different subjects of the curriculum, a central p-xoblem

in the domain of pedagogy from the time of Ilerbart on.

In this case, however, the fundamental solution is to

be found rather by may of indirectionby arranging

the curriculum so that throughout the domain of

elementary mathematics the brandbing will not be

recognised.
Would it not be possible for the children in

the grades to be trained in poorer of observation and

experiment and reflection and deftction so that always

their mathematics would be directly connected with

matters of thoroughly concrete character? The

response is immediate that this is being done .)day

in the kindegartens and the better elementary schools,

understand that serious difficulties arise with

children of nine to twelve years of age, who are no

longer contented wlth the simple, concrete method of

earlier years And who, nevertheless, are unable to

appreciate the more Abstract methods of the later

years. These diificulties only 'implicitly in

connection wita.h the Other sdbjicts of the currimilum.
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But rather the materials and methods of the mathematics
should be enriched and vitalised. In particularp a
grade teachers must make wiser use of the foundatione
furnished by the kindergarten. The drawieq and the
paper folding must lead on directly to a systematic
study of intaitional geometry, including the
construction of models and the elements of mechanical
drawing with simple exercises in geometrical reasoning.
The geometry must be closely connected with the
numerical and literal aritheetic. The cross-grooved
tablos of the kindegartan furnish an especially
important type of connection, viz a conventional
graphical depiction of any phenomena in which one
magnitude depends upon another. These tables and
the similar cross-section blackboards and paper must
enter largely into all'the mathematics of the grades.
The children are to be taught to represent, according

1 to the usual conventions, various familiar and
interesting phenomena and to study fhe properties
of the phenomena in the pictures: to know, for example,
what concrete meaning attaches to the fact that a
graph curve at a certain point is going down or
going up or is horizontal. Thus, the problem of
percentage-interest, etc.--nave their depiction in
straight or broken line graphs°.

It is intexesting to compare the deecription of the program

as Moore would like tO see it with some of the work represented by

tile Nuffield Foundation booklet entitled liglazig_Mpreaentations.

Moore else referred to activities taking place at that time

in England when he quotes:

"Perry is quite right in insisting that it is
scientifically legitinate ia the pedagogy of ele-
mentary mathematics to take a large body of basal
principles instead of a small body and to build the
edifice uPen the larger body for the earlier yearsg
reserving for the later years the philosophic criticism
of the basis iteeIf and the reduction of the basal
system".

Moore went on to describe his proposed program in more detail:

This program of reform calls for the development
of a thorough-going Laboratory system of instruction
in mathematims and physics, a principle purpose being
as far as poslible to develop on the part of every
student the true spirit of research, and an appreciation
practical as well as theoretic, of the fundamental
methods of science".

7



"Au tha world of phenomena received attention
by the individual, the phenomena are dnscribed both
graphically and in terma of number and masure: the

numbe and me&sure relations 00 the phariomona
fundamantally into th graphical depictioa, and
furthermore the graphical depiction of the phenomA2na
serves powerfully to illuminate relation6: of number
and measure. This is the fundamental scientific point
of view. Here under the terms of graphical df.piction
/ include representations by models.

"In the development of the ill4vidua1 in his relation
to the world there is no initial separation f science
into constituent ;parts, while there is ultimately a
branching into the many distinct sciences. The trouble-
some prOblem of the closer relation of pure mathematics
to its applications can it not be solved by indirection,
in that through the Whole course of elementary
mathematics. including the introduction to the calculus,
there be recognized in the organization of the
curriculum.no distinction between the various blanches
of pure mathematics, and likewise no listinction
between pure mathematics and principle applications?
Further, from the standpoint of pure mathematics: will
not the twentieth century find it possible to give to
young students durincp their impressionable years in
thoroughly concrete and captivating form, tbe wonderful
new notions of the seventeenth century?

"By way of suggestion these questions have been
answered in the affixmative, on condition that there
be established a thorough-going laboratory system of
instruction in primary schools, secondary schools,
and junior colleoes--a laboratory system involving a
synthesis and development of the best pedagogic
methods at present in use in Aathematics and the
physical sciences".

Seven years before More delivered his remarkable address, we

find a description of the balance between the manipulation of

concrete objects end the syMbolization of concepts which is necessary

for effective learning provided for us by McLennan and Dewey (12).

It would be difficult to tind a more contemporary description of

the psychological balite of a mathematics laboratory so we quote

at length:



"THE TWO METHODS: Things; SyMbols.--The principle
correseonding with 'the psychological 1-the tranf31ation
of the psycholoqiaal theory into educational priee--
may be most cleerly brought out by contrauting it with
two methods of teachingo opposed to each other, and yet
both Eit variance with normal psychological growth. Thez;e
two methods consist, the one in teaching numbet merely
as a set,of fix029111 the other in treating it as a
direct ro t of ects. The former method, that of
symols, i illustrated in the old-fashioned ways--not
yet quite obsoletee-of teaching aCfAition, subtraction, etc.,
as something to be done with "figures", and giving
elaborate rules which might guide the agg4.to certain
reaults called "'answers".

It is little more than-4 blind manipulation of euMber
syMbols. The child-simply takes, for example, the filures
.3 and 12, and performs certain "operations" with them,
wtich are dignified by the names addition, subtraction,
multiplication, etc.i be knows very little of what the
figurer signify, and less of the meanieg of the operations.
The secead method, the simple perception or observation
method, depends almost wholly upon physical operations
with things. Objects of various kinds--beans, shoe-pegs,
splinti, chairs, blocks--are separated and coMbined in
various ways, and true ideas of number and of numerical
operations are supposed necessarily to arise.

Both of these methode are vitiated by the same
feedamental psychological error; they do not take acceunt
pf the fact that =Mbar arises in and through Ite_Aslialtz
gl_ELJAm...._.....A.:.s_rtindieeaeithobects. The first method leaves
Out theobjeetsie-ntirely,orat leasL makes no reflective
and systematic us* of,them: it lays the emphasis on
synebols, never showing:clearly what they symbolize, but
leaving it to the.chances of future experience to put
.some meaning into vapty abstractions. The second method
brings in the dbjedtse but so far as it emphasizes the
Objects to t4e ne9lect of the mental activity which uues
them., it also .

makes nuMber meaningless; it subordinates
thought (i.e., mathematigal abstraction) to things.
Practically it may be Considered an improvement on the
fir t Method, becauett is not possible to sTippress
entirely the activity which uses the things for the
realization of- somee'end; but whenever thie activity is
made inci,dental.and not important, the methcd comas
far nhol: of the intelligence and skill that should be
had Irom instruction based on psychological nrineiples.
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While th met A Of trImLx_ils is still far too
widely used in prac ceo no educationist defenda it; all
condemn it. It is note then, necessary to d'aell upon
it longer than to point Out in the light of the
previous discussion loft, it should be condemned. It
treats number as an independent entity--as somethinv
apart from the mentai activity which producem it; the
natural genesis and use of number are ignored, and
as a result, the method is mechanical and artificial.
It subordinates sense to symbol.

The Emsbeg_ja.tuagA7-of observing objects and
taking vague percepts for definite numerical concepts--
treats number as if it Were an inherent property of
things in themselves, simply waiting for the mind to
grasp it, to "abstract°. it from the things. But we
have seen that number is in reality a e of measuriag.
value, and that it does not belong to t ings in them-
3;WW13, but arises in the economical adaptation of things
to some use or purpose. NuMber io not (psychologically)
got from things, it is put into them.

It is then almost equally absurd to attempt to
teach numerical ideas and process without things, and
to teach them simply tor things. Numerical ideas can
be normally acquired, and numerical operations fully
mastered only by arrangements of thingsthat is, by
certain acts of mental construction, which are aided,
of course, by acts.of physical construction; it is
not the mere perception of the things which gives us
the idea, but the gmplaxima_2f the things in _a
conatructive way.

The method of symbols supposes that number arises
wholly as a matter of abstract reasoning; the method of
objects supposes that it arises from mere observation
by the senses--that it As a property of things, an
external energy just waiting for a chance to seize
upon consciousness. In reality, it arises from constructive
(physical) activity, from the actual use of certain
things in reaching a certain end. This method of
constructive use unites in itself the principles of
both abstract reasoning and of definite dense observation."

One can move back even further into the past to find the

the beginnings of the idea of a mathematics laboratory. In the

May, 1970 issue of The Arithmetic Teacher, Kristina Leeb-Lundberg

describes the original kindergartens as they developed under the

influence of Froebel in Germany in the early 1800's (13). The



kindergarten she described includes grids OA the tables and

chalkboards as Moore asked for. stmdies nf ohann, cand for

measuring volume. early versions of attribute block s. multibase

arithmetic blocks, pattern blocks, linkalges, and even lattice

boards which could be used as gedboards are today.

Another item from the pest illustrates that some teachers

have felt a reaction to the highly rigid curriculum. In his paper

of 1927, Austin proposed a laboratory approach to high school

geometry. He stated:

"The keynote of the laboratory idea is dLscovery
by means of experimentation. Pupils should be permitted
to observe the laws of geometry operating in concrete
form before they are required to do logical thinking".

Thus, it appears that at times through the years, there have

been collections of voices asking for a more intuitive and less

deductive approach to the teaching of mathematics at all levels.

we feel the'emphasis upon mathematics laboratories represents

one of those crescendoes in response to the recent emphasis upon

rigor and logic and the age-old emphasis upon meaningless

manipulation.

yrse:aoDalsgajtordialcs Laboratories

The literature of mathematics education at the present time

is literally packed with discussion about mathematics laboratories.

Two issues of pas_ariammtig_Tpacher (Oct., 1968 and Jan., 1970)

have had the topic as its central theme. in addition, nearly every

issue of that journal as well as the English journal, Mathematics

Aeastaria, contains pertinent artiGles.

11
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ln the newly published fifth edition of the Teaching of

Secon*AaJAWIMELLial
(iS) we find:

°As the name implies, the underlying idea of

the mathematics laboratory is that students will

develop new concepts and understandings particularly

well through experimental activities dealing with

concrete situations such as measuring and drawing?

counting, weighing, averaging, and estimating:

taking reading from instruments; recording, comparing,

analyzing, classifying, seeking patterns, and checking

data: and that interest will be stimulated and

understanding will be clarified through obtaining

original data or impressi...ns from concrete physical

situations and woeting such data. Most work

of this no:V-4re will LE iv* use of the variois

kinds of physical equihent and will untail 3uch

activ ties as those lislC here. Some of th_s work

can bc done in the claarr77.-34m that is suitabl-

arranged and equippedr some can take the for-ca of

elementary field work, suclt as determination of

angles and distances and the mapping of small areas.

Most students find suCh work highly interesting.

4nd it is doUbtless true that through it they can

develop many mathematical concepts and insights with

aminterest and clarity often not Obtained through

a strictly intellectual approach. It is also likely

that these concepts and principles become more

-neb/ring and more functional and meaningful when the:,

are seen in reLaLton to actual application".

much of ehe pressure to create laboratories comes from attempts

to provide successful programs for unsuccessful and unmotivated

students. For example, the L.A.M.P. (Low Achievement motivational

Project) in the Dos Moines Public Schools describes its intentions

in this way

°Primarily, a mathematics laboratory is a state of

mind. It is characterized by a questioning atmosphere and

a continuous invoLvement with problem solving situations.

Emphasis is placed upon discovery resulting from student

experimentation. A teadher acts as a catalyst in the

activity between students and knowledge.

Secondarily, a mathematics laboratory is a physical

plant equipped with such material objects as calculators,

overhead and opaque projectors. filmstrips, movies,

tape recorder, measuring devices. geoboards, scJi4s,

graphboards. tachistoscope, construction devices, etc.
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Since a student learns by doing, the lab ia dwsi9ned to

give him the objects with which he can do and learn.

The primary goal of the lab appaanch io to chansie thQ

student's attitude toward mathematics. Most stv4dents have

become so eMbittered by habitual failare that they hate

mathematics and everything connected with it. There is

little possibility of this student --Tning mathematics

until an attitude change can be afa _51. It is bLtcause

of this goal that cur approach is di Some would

label our approach as °fun and games I m aura

that close examination will bring reAor that

everything in the program is oriented ;ompmrd v.ae twin

goals of attitude change and mathemat:.ac -mipr amsent.

In An article written for high schoo_ p nciyals. Raffman

examined several programs being developed 3c il lears (17).

She observed:

"The directions 1.12at projects to:: :he 8.,:av lea.mer

in matlhematica share can be reidted ta two aspects of the
so-called 'modern mathematics' movement: (1) the ule

of mathematics laboratories, with all its ramificata3ns
including the calculators, remote terminals for compaters.

and flaw-charting for prdblem analysis. (2) amphahls

on the structure of the number syatem and the beauty
and interest of patterns in mathematics, and ineusion
of lelected topics of nuMber theory, intuitive geometry,
and informal topology".

She found most programs for slow learners sharcd the following

characteristics:

1) a mathematics laboratery-awhether It ia a

center for the school, a formal laboratory for the use oA a

few selective classes, or a claseroom laboratory.

2) the use of calculatore.to help the stadent
find his pattern of error in computation and to, enable'

him to get past simple computational blocks talbasia
mathematical understanding.

3) A regulated program, with a pattern af
activities for security but with a change of activities
to accomodate the short attention span of the slow learnart

and the unitaa-day pattern for the satisfaction of a task

completed and evalueted oU the spot.

12
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4) HPe1001.4ion for reinforcement of early

basic conceptao;which may be weak, utilising the methodo

and techniques of the more modern programs in matliematicc--

the exploration of structure of the nuMbor sye"11,
experimentation and dtacovery of patterna and _air

utilization.

such as

puzzles,

tied int

5) The use of many manipulative del 190

the abacus, cuisenaire rodeo geoboarde, stc.

6) The proper and controlled use of, amer,

and other motivational techniques.

7) Ilse, where possible, of remote terminals
o computers for computer aided instruction units.

In a more genes.al view the question of the relative mphasis

on the mathematics and its structure as opp6 ed to the intellectual

characteristic of the children is discussed by Travers (12).

Be feels that some of our recent efforts are misguided.

"Another Observation to be made about the mathematics

laboratory movement, concerns the influence of Piaget.

This famous psychologist's emphasis an studying the

child's patterns of thoniht and the development of

ability se the child grew.. has given rise to attempts

to devise learning experiencs in mathematics (such

es the use of Otysioal models) which will heat
account for the child's pattern of thoughts at his

particular devilopmental level. But the curriculum
reform movement on this side of the Atlantic seems
to have gone in quite tits opposite directim--
looking first at tholmathematics that is to be
taught, am!' then devising learning experiences that

are dictated by the sUbject matter at hand with
little regard for the learning pattern* of the child.

The success of the curriculum reform movement

in bringing dbout the needed improvement depends upon

the extent to which the new materials ars implemented

in every cleosronm. If it ever 'was true that 'simply

tulYouc' could teeeh the old-feshicned arithmetic.

this certainly does not hold for the nwo nathematics.

Ma teaching prOfesaion has come of age. cad has met

tn the new worm* et chancing. which demote its

hest efforts. lb. effect of teacher of tUe new
mathematics is Weed a prOfessicnal.

ILl
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Morris Nline ham long been a cTitf-;' of develzvolltF) in

the mathematics curriculum. In his paper entitled 'Logic vs.

Pedagogy', he maker a strong plea for tae approach to mathematic

which is more in-zuitive and less rigorous (19). It is interesti-q

to compare his statement with those of 2.H. Moore.

"It is the contention of this paper thEt under-
standing is achieved intuitively and that the logical
presentation is at best a sUbordinate and supple-
mentary aid to learning and at worst a decided obstacle.
Intuition should fly the student to the conclusion,
make a landing, and then perhaps call upon plodding
logic to show the overland route to the same goal. If
this contention is correct, then t intuitive approach
should bc, the primary 'one in introducing new subject
matter at all levels".

Donald Cohen, who is the Madison Project representative to

the New York City pUblic schools, has written a book entitled

ImiLirintlat) (20). In response to

the question, 'Why use the Geo-board'? Cohen states:

"Children enjoy learning when they are _ctively
involved. When they are not always being lectured to
or told how to do something. working with the Geo-
board enables them to do things and discuss their
work with their classmates; they learn from each
other this way.

During free play the Children see patterns
which they will use in problem so/ving situations
later on. A strong intuitive grasp of what area is
abould certainly precede the learning or development
of formulas for finding the area within different
quadrilaterals. f.:or example.

They enjoy the challenging prObleme which, when
possible, are presented in such a way as to allow them
to decide, without recourse to the teacher, whether their
answer works. The children should be encouraged to
find different ways of solving a problem, not necessarily
'the teacher's method'. They should be encouraged to
ask queStifts and tO make up new problems and
variations on other problems. Their discoveries, questions
and results should be praised and displayed. Perhaps
a bulletin board should batet up for the discovery of
the meek." , Titc
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It is Ar,4:erectini to observe that many

that have been developed for teaching illethewIticm in

setting during the last few years having come frc

groups who were developing elementary science prog...c.ams. Ti;!

Elementary Science Study for example, has produced zathema_icr

laboratory mat6riais which include geoblocks, mapping, patevi

blocks, attribute games and prOblems, and tangrams. Apparently,

they felt a need to develop basic mathematical concept before

students could be successful with the science concepts in the

elementary school.

All of the voices regarding mathematics laboratories are not

in full favor of them. Wilkinson is now in thc process of completing

'a doctoral _dissertation relating to the effects of laboratories in

sixth grade classes (21). In his discussion he relates the

source of some of the opposition to the use of laboratory techniques.

"Two distinct points of view seeM apparent
regarding activity programs and laboratory methods of
teaching mathematics.

The Piaget-Bruner point of view places primary
emphasis on ths RFocess, of learning, the importance
of discovery, and the need for laboratory experience
in the concrete operations.

The Gagne-AusUbal position is that the duct
of learning are of high importance. learning s ou.
be developed mental .and highly structured, and the
teacher-textbook method is a better teaching strategy
than the use of laboratory type experiences when the
Objective ie to have the learner become knowledgeable
About the content in mathematics.

He then quotes Ausubel as saying,

"Studente waste many valuable hours in the
laboratory collecting and manipulating emperical data
which, at the very best helps them rediscover or
exemplify principles that the instructor could present

16
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verbally and demonstrate visually in a mntter of minutes.

Hence, although laboratory work can be invaluable in

giving students some appreciation of the spirit and

methods of scientific inquiry. an4 of promoting problem

solving, analytic, and generalizing ability, it is a

very time coneuming and inefficient practice for

routine purposes of teaching sUbject matter content

for illustrating principles when didactic exposition

or simple demonstration are perfoetly adequate".

r R -.1

While we find many people in Many places promoting the coecept

of mathematics laboratories, there are at this point very few

research results which are available to guide in making dec4,sions.

Kieren provides the most extehsivt review of the research

literature dealing with both discovery learning, and manipulative

learning in mathematics during the period 1964-1968 in the Review

of Educatiesiil sesearch, October 1969 (22). Kieren says:

"The quality of the actual research and its attention

to the questions raised above are questionable. Many of the

studies were pilot studies in soMe sense, and questions

were often asked that were not oUfficiently complex to deal

with the theoretical and practical issues. Careful defini-

tion of the preiblem was freqUently lacking. Nevertheless,

the research cited in the following pages represents

an effort to establish the contribution of more play-like

approsches to mathematics learnihg."

Most of the research activity has been aimed at determining

the effectiveness of the use of Specific materials on the achieve-

ment of thildren. The use of the ouisenaire rods has been studied

in several studies with mixed resUlts. Callahan (23). Crowder (24),

Rallis (25). Locow (26), and Nasce (27) all report that the use

of the rods promoted more learning by children while iirownell (28),

Tedon (29), and Haynes (30) report either mixed results or no signi-

ficent differences. Palmy (31) reports a negative effect from

17
the rods.
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On the banis of such confusing results, one could not dt

this time sUbstantiate the advantages or disadvantages of uoing

CUisenaire Rods in teaching mathematics if the objective of

instruction is to be measured by standardized tests.

Another popular set of materials which were developed by

the Elementary Science Study and also by Z.P. Dienes are the

attribute blocks. These are wooden blocks which vary in co/or,

shape and size and are intended to give children experience in

classifying and categorizing. In what appears to be a careful

study, Incas (32). found that children in grade one who were

given ten weeks of attribute block.training conserve cardliality

and conceptualize
addition and subtraction better then children

without training. However, they were not so good at computation.

In.another research report Ellis and Corum tried to measure

the effects of the use of a desk calculator on the arithmetic

achievement, the attitude toward mathematics, and the motivation

toward school of children who were already in the mathematics

laboratory (33). The students in this study were law achieving

high School students in Miami Springs Sr. High School. No

advantages to .using the calculator were apparent from the test

results but the use of the calculator was recommended in mathematics

classes in spite of the lack of results. Both the experimental

and the control grwps recorded gains in attitude toward

mathematics during the experiment. But, both groups also recorded

a loss in academic motivation during the experiment which the
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writers attributed to negative factors outside the mathatios

laboratory.

In an extensive project of teaching cf mathematics throegh

science by SMSG more than 12,000 (seventh, eighth, anci njnth)

grade children studied special raterials written by a of

mathematicians, scientists, and teachers. Careful study wi
made4by Higgins of the students of 29 eighth grade mathematics

teachers from Junior high schools in Santa Clara County,

California, as they taught a unit entitled 'Graphing, Equations,

and Linear Functions' (34).

The fiveeweek period immediately preceding spring vacation

was used for the experimental teaching. An extensive battery

of test's was given to the students before and after the experimental

work. There were 853 students-in the experiment. At the

conclusion of the experiment the students were grouped in 8

'natural' attitude groups much that all of the children in a given

group has similar attitudes toward mathematics, It was found that

differences in attitude patterns among groups are not reflected

in significant differences in either ability or achievement. It

was concluded that attitudes change clusterings are'net a major

consideration if one is concerned with mathematics achievement

during a unit taught via physical approaches. The study found.

about 61( -of the children developing rather strong cohesive

unfavorable attitude toWard the content. At the other end they

found 814 of the children developing attitudes ehifts favorable

toward mathematics but in general, most studer a changed attltudes

very little. SON* liked the unit: some liked it, but found it



harder; others found it eaaier, but lee interesting; and

few dialiked it quite trong1y. None of these greeps are

large enough to represent a major fraction.

In Wilkinaon's careful stedy he measured the effect of

laboratory experiences on both the geometry achievement and

the attitude of children in 6th grade when :compared with

children who were in a regular teacher-textbook classroom

setting (21). Re w*s able to control the teacher variable

by having each of three teachers in the study teaehing one

control class and two experimental classrooms the children

were assigned to work the geometry material conteined in 18

shoe boxes; one each day for 16 days, They could work either

alone or in groups of three or fomr, as they preferred. In

the other experimental classrooms the children bad, in addition

to the shoe boxes, cassette tapes which gave verbal directione

and posed verbal questions to the children. The teachers in

each of the experimental classes were aoked to use nondirective

techniques and to serve as a resourced person asking and

anewering questions and providing direction wben called upon

to do so. Wilkinson found no. differences in the geometry

achievement of children from the various groupe, but found that

children from middle and slow IQ levels in the kaboretory

treatment had a greater gain in attitude toward mathemetics

than the high IO group. TN, laboratory setting seemed to have

a positive effect upon the average and slaver children, w'hile

the brighter children seemed to be "turned off" by the laboratory

method.
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woodby reported the development cf Vhsa riIthematics laboratcry

in Cleveland ie the annu i report from fterea in EmEtpt. of 1967 05),

The basic purpose of tha laboratory in Cleveland was to provide

an intensive inservice training for two junior higet aehool teachers

in a laboratory for low achieving students in mathematics and to

study the results of this training. A second objective was to

develop instructional materials for use in the mathematical

laboratory that are effective with low achievers. In the report

are listed ten desireable behaviors one might expect cf a teacher

in a laboratory:

(1) The teachere aske questions that cause

explecation and inquiry by the studeat.

(2) The teacher devises and uses tasks that

relate to fundamental mathematical concepts and

teehniques. A good example is Rosenbloom's simuleted

computer in which the student discoeere the distributive

principle.

(3) The teacher uses materiale other than

the textbook.

(4) The teacher provides individual and small

group activities of an exploratory nature that results

in the student trying something, gathertng data,

analyzing data, and testing conclusions.

(5) The teacher uses cues
student in making teacher decisions
asked or tasks assigned.

(6) The teacher plans for

strategy of student discovery.

(7). The teacher employs the strategy of asking

the student to make decisions on the besis of observation

of events.

that come from the
about questions

and uses the basic

(8) The teacher provides situations for the

student to play an active role in learning, rather than

a passive one.

21
46,
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(9) The teacher creates a new probI.F!m or
task that is easieror more familiar to the student
when difficulty occurs, thw, allows f:hc, ttildant to
return to their original problem.

(10) The teacher protri&,:s thc, -Jent
a means for determining whcther an answEt js right
or wrong, independently of the teae,er ov the textbook.

The mathematics laboratory was establiahed in D,-_vid Jr. High

School in Cleveland in 1966-67 school year. Two groeps of 20

seventh-grade students met in the laboratory Sor a 90-minute

period each day.

"The teachers received notice of their participatioo
in the project only a short time before the project
began. They were selected in late January by the
administration of the Cleveland echool system as
capable teachers who were willing to try and experiment
in laboratory-type teaching. It should be noticed
that neither teacher was teaching mathematice in the
manner in which she had been. One wee sufficiently
disenchanted to be considering seriously withdrawal
lrom the teaching profession. Although both teachers
had previously heard of Weoratory teaching the methods,:
courses, each stated the technique had only been
rarely used in their classrooms. Thus, the teachers;
were as unfamiliar with laboratory teaching techniques
as the students were with laboratory learning techniques.
Few guidelines for teacher behavior were established.
In short, initially the teachers were in a position of
learning laboratory teaching, by the laboratory method".

The teachers remaining teaching load were reduced considerably

and they were given a great deal of outside expert advice from a

variety of consultants. At the end of the year the project direczor

listed these summary statements.

(1) Organization for small group instruction
or individualized instruction is difficult. Discipline
was a major concern.

(2) The goals of mathematics instruction often
get lost in the mechanics of the laboratory activity.
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(3) belief of the teachee in e discovery
approach is not sufficient to accomplioh the appropriate
behavior. Teachera wlll r vert to telling, explaining,
and showing students. There is a wide gap between
teacher belief and teacher behavior,

(4) The teachers expected too much of the
materials; it was assumed that the material would provide
the motivation.

(5) Rewards for the teachers were different from
their expectations. They had anticipated great increases
in the achievement by the group as a whole. The rewards
turned out to be unusual accomplishments by individuals
and these were infrequent and unpredictaible.

(6) The teachers became more concerned with how
students learned than with the achievement; questions
asked by students became more important to the teacher
-later in the semester than they were at the beginning.

0) The teachers worked longer and more intensively
than they did before the project. Even if they had much
more time for preparation they stayed late and usually
took work home to (a) organize for instruction, (b) devise
activities and write instructions, and (c) evaluate results.

(8) Teachers in this learning situation need
someone to talk to. Supervisors and consultants are
important to the teacher An this situation.

(9) From tLe teacher point of view, the learning
was more nearly guided discovery than true discovery.

(10) The teachers became better teachers because of
what they learned about students learning. For example, they
talked less and listened more at the end then they had at
the beginning.

During the summer following the project the two participating

teachers reviews by the Cleveland Public Schools to train fourteen

additional Cleveland teachers. Ten children were brought in each

day for an hour and a half to serve as a demonstration class working

in a laboratory setting. After the children left, the fourteen teacherpi

worked with the materials in the laboratory and discussed their

possible use in the classroom.
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Mathematics LaktaExMCL__Ekals_

Throughout the paper we hive discusmsd varieties of materials

as though the reader was familiar with the sistssrials. Zn ssy

mathematics laboratory one is likely to find sows:: of 'Ole more

popular of the materials which are currently available and seeming]y

effective.

Two excellent bibliographies have appsars,d recently wtich

serve as a guide to those who are interested in obtaining materials.

The bibliographies are by Davidson (36) and I.:Ullman (31).

While it should be clear that many of the materials which

can be used in a laboratory are inexpensive and are readiity

available, more concern generally arises over those that ass

commercially available and sometimes expensive. Many itams sre

available from several different sources.

As an illustration of some of the materials one might find

in a laboratory, below is a basic listing of materials which was

purchased recently at one major university which was developing a

new lab.

20 Geoboards (a sTeoboard is a smoden board with
nails driven in a lattice points usually in a 5x5

array, Mere are also circular geoboards

4 spinners (common spinners with multicolored areas
underneath to use for studying probability).

2 Sets of Madison Project Shoebox kits (s shsebox
contains a manipulative device and a sequence of
task cards leading the student to a concept).

1 Set of MUlti-Base Arithemtic !flocks 1.1njt subes

one dimensional strings of sabic (longs), tss
dimensional arrays of cubes (flats), anci bi
dimensional cUbes of cubes (blocks). They cQr1,,

in basis 2.3,405.6, and 10, and are uspd to
numeration systems).

24



20 Sets ofoolored rods (cuisc:naire Rods are unit
centimeter lengths from one to t. d each length
a different color. Used for a uridq.,5 vuzioty of
concepts).

7 Equations games (A game toy WIT-11-M)3F t,r) pvide
eApo.i.rience with'the system of real rIts)

2 Sets of Mirror cards (Plan mirror and
to place the mirrors on to reproduce pttern3--
provides experience with symmetry)

3 Sets of Attribute Games and Pi-oble,ms (%ttribute
blocks, color cubes, people pi-ces and c.ture cardo--
designed to give experiencc, in pztterns, ciassil:ication
and categorization).

5 Sets of tangrams (traditional tangram piczsAs wtIch
are triangles, squares and prallclogram whic rhen

put together, make different cc-,figurati_ 3),

Davidson and Fair provide a good diF,7ziption f the fao7labtit3hmcmc

of a laboratory in Oakhill Elementary Se',,7; 1 in ,on, MAzsact-Yoret47N

(38). Among the materials they :3escribc , a nux-2:e !:. o: ot'3er

commercial games and items such as paper nci1s ck taq,

construction paper, scissors, string, tc7-vz.e depressors, .,ig1/47.;

cartons, beans, sticks, etc. On one table under the heading

"Guess How Many" were jars of peas, beans, macaroni and rice.

A few study carrels were constructed out of Tri-W,J1 which is

a thick cardboard which is easy to work with.



The anii oEalleaciALtE

Many who have been active in the devc,i ,:aaaat 1zAI';oratieF3

feel the greatest problem in promoting t ideas training

teachers to work in a laboratory kgtting.

For the second consecutive aumaler, the DePrtrtt of l'atheroz4tical

Education of Teachers College, Coiumbi rmnr tmcly

program on laboratory teaching of mathemata 1.3.Atded for teaclaa27

training personnel and for the third consecutAve 3umneI, MicW4an

State University is conducting a thre4',-woe e:lx,ifce for leaders

in elementary mathematics. A majcT emphl2Asia in Ifri',s pro77am i the

$se of mathematics laboratory.

Several institutions have built expence in a ITIthemati:.70

aboratory into the undergtaduate teacher-trzlini7 pTpgram, !r1

some schools as part of a mathematics 4ourse and ii otherraf3

part of a methods course. Among the institutions which alreaciy

have such programs are Michkaan State, Eaate,:n Carolina, G('0.,:qie

Purdue (Calumet),4and Oregon State.

There is considerable agreement that a teacher neeJs to have

the erience of learning in a laboratory settiag if she is going

to be effective in directing a laboratory. The ideas is preese.

by Johnson and Kipps in the introduction of theix br)ok, G4Tometr1;,1

for Teachers (39).

"Can teachers capture for themselves th e excited
enthusiasm shown by children in classes sponsored by such
curriculum groups as the Madison Project or thi) Nuffield
Project? Can a teacher raised on lectured-drill-homework
classes feel and show the drama inherent in '1 do and. 1
understand activities, in peer group discussions, and in
concept such as the concrete-iconic foundation of abstraction:
This text focuses on these dynamic factors so that a teacher
may learn their value from his own personal experienaes and
feelings".
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"It appeare that informal geom:ry is haot

through exerienc r.? with physical ob: ct s, .akkIng gqee,se

trial and arror csmpari ons and f!itzingo, exploratr:rcy

discussion of observationep and ten-_ativel conc,ns
made with seers who are similarly 1lig4 An 1.ctivo

learning approach of this kin4 emphizes ne-, and m4,1-

rewarding type of teacher behavior. Small groupo
(four seems to be an optional isin:e) are searcaing and

discovering togie.'ler. As the teaemr moves jfrom gz-ou

to group, listening to the dialogue, he must consRer
when to ask a questions when to be silent, and wher, tc

withdraw altogetartr. The teacher r*zognizes that zi

pupil asks quest!_one as steps in de aloping his thinkj.rg.

Hence, only rarev win, the teacher answer a pupil's questic_

Instead, he will encourage the pupil's effort or he wiU
ask another queszion if some direction is need(c,d"

One laboratory m'.._nual has been pub7;Lshed whic:.it is de,A,c(ned

to give teachers expetrience with man- the commerciali, avaIIC:_

1-,Eterials (40). Ir .11e preface of th,L_ Laboratox_Mpu.4: to

glmATadmIkaaEgglaRe by FitsgeraXd et a. . is stateth

"The essence of the laboratory concept in leazning

mathematics is the fostering of inquiry and intern.?t1

motivation to seek answers to 'questions. It is a fair
generalization that teachers, at all levels, talk too

much. A laboratory instructor must be wary of the

temptations to provide excessive direction fcr the

student, and thus rdb the student of the eAperiences

of finding answers for.themselves. And sone students

wlll demand excessive direction, which may he e,:-idenct:!

of the lack of the use of laboratory a.echniques in

schools in the past".

Boonstra attempted to study the effects of laboratory

experiences on the behavior of perspective elementary teAchers in

the classroom (41). Unfortunately he wiz wovking with student

teachers and WAS only able to give them two laborator!? experiencea

and observe their teaching once. Be had the students working

with laboratory materials related to the concepts of function

and mathematical relations, then asked student teachers present

a lesson dealing with function in their elwoentary classronm.
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Boonstra cvncluded that.two laboratory axperlisencos mere

sufficient I4z0 2UUCO studont teachers to adoy: a otudn-.7-

approach t ch.ng ntco were they sufff7ier- to cause

teachers to cliopt a teaching technique i k.ch childre- arn

through the t.se of manipulative material.

§323111,...

Schools as institutions tend to develo,, systems anC

for carrying out their assigned tasks. Thrnugh time thes,e create

rigidity and stikility in the curriculum. 7'he teachin7

mathematics has shown many signs of these c_aracterist_zz in

the past. Fiore than in most other subjectE4, the matheme_.:cs

curriculum is thought of (needlessly) as bo_ing necessarl_-_, highly

sequenced and lock-step.

'Some fresh air was obtained by the curriculum refform movements

of the past decade when working scientists and mathematicians

provided an infusion of new and more apprOpriate content. Uri--

fortunately, the mode of instruction was not changed sufficiently

to eliminate the persistant problems which plague mathematics

instruction.

The widespread efforts to teach mathematics in a more

activity-oriented approach represent an attampt to provide

experience for individual children to enhance curiosity and

inquiry, to provide meaning to mathematical concepts, to make

reasonable their applications, to build the intuitions which

make abstractions posstbie. and to nurtul?e the healthy natural

development of intellect in children.



Thera this point no emp&rical evidence vhich will

convince the -.1nconvinced that mathematicu laborat6vic,3 RJ-p, tNe

best way to a c:omplioh these aims. Many Dyt;n0 thrcucill

2-1xper.ience Atte ':;<::hool as a system makcIs th ir6p1imentatior

of a 1abcrnts.,s7 a difficult task to accomplish.

This wrir, however, has never seen a ta-e!he who, af.'r

shifting from a teacher-dominated, total-class approach to an

individualizsd, activity-oriented approach . has chosen to shift

7zack again.
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